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Introduction 

Musicology, Musical Modernity,  

and the Challenges of Entangled History  

Tobias Janz and Yang Chien-Chang 

 

 

Nearly two decades after the beginning of a new century, musicology’s role in a 

continuously changing world order is changing too. The thirty years since the turn-

ing point of 1989 have been characterized by the restructuring of governance and 

society in large parts of the former Eastern bloc in Europe, a liberalization of trade 

and the rapid development of markets in parts of Asia and South-America, the 

revolution of digitalized mass communication, and—more recently—also by po-

litical turmoil, the reinvigoration of vociferous nationalism and massive economic 

and humanitarian crises. Music is certainly connected to the migration and ex-

change taking place between the economically more and less advantaged parts of 

the world, but today there is also the rapid and seemingly boundless migration of 

music via the internet. Under these circumstances, music changes not only its 

physical (and nonphysical) mediality, but also its place in the changing social or-

ders. If—in the view of the traditional Europe-centered music history—the nine-

teenth century was culturally dominated by the ruling bourgeois society, and if the 

music of the twentieth century was shaped by the social tensions produced by cap-

italism, totalitarianism and the bipolar world order after 1945, the twenty-first cen-

tury might become the century of musical cultures between the poles of global 

deterritorialization and national or regional reterritorialization.  

Musicology is confronted by new materials, new problems, and perhaps also 

its different roles within societies. And as musicology is a readily globalized aca-

demic discipline represented in universities and institutions everywhere, this chal-

lenge brings together colleagues from very different places working under differ-

ent academic traditions. Paradoxically, in times when universalist thinking is se-

riously questioned from all sides, there seems to be an urgent need for common 
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and perhaps universal bases in order to enable a scientific discourse within musi-

cology that can handle the complexity of global musical cultures in the present. 

Decentering Musical Modernity, the programmatic title of this volume, can be 

read as a formula expressing this need through emphasizing the ambivalence be-

tween the universalist concept of modernity and the renunciation of any hege-

monic discourse of musical modernity.  

A greater sensitivity toward the current situation in different parts of the globe 

likewise changes the perspective adopted in music historiography. And a new and 

different perspective will naturally tend to restructure the history of music itself. 

But simply denying universalist thinking might result in its opposite: in particu-

larism or—to put it in more negative terms—in cultural relativism. Currently fa-

vored approaches like “entangled history” intend to overcome the divide between 

universalism and particularism. And in a way, every contribution to this volume 

struggles with the difficulty of bridging the gap between hegemonic and relativist 

thinking about music.  

Given that the outlined problem is not entirely new for historical musicology 

and the existing solutions might not be sufficient for a dialogical approach involv-

ing colleagues from both sides of the Eurasian continent, it seems appropriate to 

begin with a reflective consideration of past attempts to cope with the global di-

versity of musical cultures—in Europe or “the West” and, starting a dialogue in 

the mode of histoire croisée, in East Asia as well. The concluding paragraphs of 

this introduction will outline some principles and ideas for a new and comparative 

perspective on East Asian and European music history. 

  

 

I. TWO CULTURES OF WESTERN MUSICOLOGY1 

 

The idea of a general or universal history has a long lineage within the European 

tradition that can be traced back to the world chroniclers of late antiquity or even 

to sacred scriptures like the Bible. The idea that all things on earth have a common 

history might be indispensable for the coherence of any kind of history telling—

even though postmodern thought has taught us to deal with the fundamental con-

tingency of culture and history, and even though in practice, already the ancient 

world chroniclers must have found it difficult to connect all things and events 

within a single narrative. In the age of the global internet, where the amount of 

available data is multiplying in ever shorter periods, the idea of a true general 

                                                           

1  The parts written by Tobias Janz include passages of a paper read at the Shanghai-

Hamburg-Forum 2015, Fudan University, Shanghai, 18 April 2015. 
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history has become highly illusionary, historiographically differentiated into nu-

merous areas and types. Nevertheless, the question of how things are connected 

from a global point of view has been present until today, not only within the realm 

of popular science2 and textbooks. Quite the contrary: Global history is one of the 

liveliest fields of research and methodological reflection within the historical sci-

ences (see Conrad 2013; Conrad et al. 2007; Iriye/Osterhammel 2012-2018; Os-

terhammel 2009; Pernau 2011; Sachsenmaier 2011), including musicology.3  

The “world history of music” as an idea has its roots in the eighteenth century, 

when authors like Padre Martini, Charles Burney, and Johann Nikolaus Forkel 

began writing their mostly unfinished voluminous general histories of music. It’s 

fair to say that the origin of modern music history in Europe roughly coincides 

with the advent of the idea of a world history of music, an idea that—as we shall 

see—has continuously lost significance since the nineteenth century (Dahlhaus 

[1975] 2007: 346).4  

Of much greater importance for the current debate is a renewal of the old idea 

of a world history of music in the years following World War II, when UNESCO 

in 1949 launched the project of a “world history of music as a dialogue of cultures” 

(Stenou 2003). This “world history of music” has never been written (Nettl 2013: 

41), and it differs in many respects from the music histories of the Enlightenment 

historians. Thus, it might be more reasonable to speak not of a “renewal” but a 

“second invention” of the idea of a musical world history. As part of UNESCO’s 

general objective to save and to document the cultural heritage of mankind, the 

aim of the project was to collect musical facts and data from different cultures, 

focusing less on historiographical connection. Today, a whole musicological re-

search direction gathered under the rubric of “world music” is still growing, but 

significantly remains only a subdomain of musicology. Recent publications like 

                                                           

2  One of the finest “world histories” ever written is Gombrich’s A Little History of the 

World (1935), addressed to children and young readers. 

3  Historical musicology joined the current discussions at the latest when in 2012 the mu-

sic historian Reinhard Strohm, author of The Rise of European Music 1380-1500, won 

the highly prestigious Balzan Prize and dedicated it to the topic of a “global history of 

music.” (Towards a Global History of Music [2013-2016]: Part of outcomes have been 

recently published [see Strohm 2018]). 

4  The discussion about the possibility of a world history of music has its own tradition in 

German musicology, with particularly different positions in East and West Germany 

during the Cold War. On Carl Dahlhausʼs reactions to ideas from Marxist musicologists 

like Sofia Lissa and Georg Knepler on the one hand, to Western ethnomusicologists and 

popular historians on the other hand, see Janz 2016. 
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the impressive Garland Encyclopedia of World Music (1998-2002) in ten volumes 

or more recently the no less remarkable Cambridge History of World Music (2013) 

in one volume are strongly associated with the subject area and also the method-

ology of ethnomusicology, while the greater part of historical musicology in Eu-

rope, and certainly in Germany limits itself to what Richard Taruskin calls “the 

history of Western music” (Taruskin 2005), i.e., the tradition of written music in 

Europe since the Middle Ages, with a small link to ancient Greece. The conse-

quence of this traditional division of labor between ethnomusicology and histori-

cal musicology is a mostly peaceful coexistence between two perspectives on mu-

sic and its history: One that is interested in the diversity of the world’s musical 

cultures, focusing on the cultural embedment of music and, increasingly, also 

questions of regional history and of cross-cultural connections, although exclud-

ing or marginalizing the scope of “Western classical music”; and one that justifies 

its limited focus by the closeness and the specific character of “Western music” in 

Taruskin’s narrow sense. Music seems to exist in two different types: “world mu-

sic,” and “Western music.” Or to put it differently: The Enlightenment’s idea of a 

world history of music has been differentiated into two dichotomized cultures 

within Western musicology. 

One of the main objectives of this volume is to question this dichotomy, and 

to open up the discussion for alternatives. The recent trend towards global per-

spectives in the historical sciences poses a challenge for historical musicology, 

perhaps no less for ethnomusicology. Within historical musicology, the common 

critique of Eurocentric attitudes and the postcolonial discussion about the provin-

cialization of Europe (Chakrabarty 2008) might lead, and already has led, to alter-

native conceptions of the history of music, especially of a de-centered conception 

of “Western music” entangled with music from all parts of the globe.  

 

 

II.  LOOKING BACK, PART ONE: ON THE HISTORY 

OF EUROPEAN MUSIC HISTORIOGRAPHY 

 

To give an impression of the transformation of the self-representation of European 

music in its historiography, it is highly instructive to look also at the (often highly 

distorted) representation of its other: “extra-European” music at different histori-

cal stages and in different genres of historiography.  

General histories of music from the eighteenth-century contain little infor-

mation about music from non-European regions like Asia and Africa. Following 

the biblical narratives, only Egypt and the whole ancient Near East are included 

in the historical narration from the beginning of time to the present state of the 
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world.5 Contemporary musical cultures in Arabia, the Americas, Africa, India, and 

China seem to lie in an unmarked space outside of history. In such a space, they 

can be referred to either in order to underline their difference and incomprehensi-

bility or to compare them with much older periods of history.  

Johann Nikolaus Forkel’s General History of Music, published in two volumes 

between 1788 and 1801, makes short but interesting statements on Chinese music 

that demonstrate Forkel’s very limited knowledge and the Europe-centered view 

of his specific conception of history. In the foreword, Forkel states that people like 

the Turks, the Persians, the Chinese, and the American savage would build melo-

dies lacking any order or beauty for European ears. But what seems to be pure 

disorder and ugliness to Europeans—says Forkel—could be beauty and order to 

others, just as European music must seem disorderly and ugly to foreigners (Forkel 

1788: xiv). 

At first, Forkel’s statement might remind us of relativistic positions of our 

time.6 But that is exactly what Forkel does not have in mind. Living in the age of 

Enlightenment, he believes in universal laws of music that develop over time in 

constant progress. And the different reactions that he depicts thus prove to be only 

reactions from people standing for different stages of development. While Africa 

and the Americas musically stand for childhood, China, in Forkel’s perspective, 

represents youth. Forkel not only comments mostly pejoratively about China but 

also argues against his German contemporaries who admire China for its arts and 

sciences: those who would praise the perfection of Chinese music regardless of 

the assumed limitations of Chinese musical notation that Forkel discussed in detail 

(Forkel 1788: 93). Only in Forkel’s negative statements can one sense the high 

esteem that the Europe of the Enlightenment since Leibniz and Wolff could have 

for China in general (with regard to Wolff 1726 see Schmidt-Glinzer 2009: 15). 

Music histories in the nineteenth century resemble those from the eighteenth 

century, following the narrative scheme of the development of Western music. 

One innovation taken in these new discussions shows that, musical cultures from 

Asia and Africa are discussed in separate chapters. And a clear difference is 

marked by the continuously growing amount of knowledge about musical cultures 

from all over the world. François-Joseph Fétis for instance, whose unfinished His-

toire Générale de la Musique was published in five volumes between 1869 and 

                                                           

5  Charles Burney, writing as an English citizen, has access to more information about 

music from overseas. Giovanni Battista Martini, a brother of the Conventual Francis-

cans, relies heavily on the biblical sources. 

6  Jürgen Osterhammel misinterprets Forkel’s statement in this way (see Osterhammel 

2012: 93). 
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1876, has numerous music examples, transcriptions of nonwritten music, and fig-

ures showing musical instruments and people making music.  

Fétis and also August Wilhelm Ambros, who published three extensive volumes 

of his likewise unfinished History of Music between 1862 and 1868, belong to the 

era of historicism. The immense material gathered in their volumes is arranged in 

large historical periods in the case of Ambros, corresponding to the different human 

races in the case of Fétis. Ambros shows an affinity for the historical sciences in the 

age of Ranke and Droysen, while Fétis orients himself by contemporary anthropo-

logical categories in the age of Darwin. Interestingly, both histories locate China at 

the beginning of the story, within a kind of prologue before the actual history starts. 

Despite their overall positivistic tenor, both historians do not hesitate to render value 

judgments when it comes to Chinese music: Fétis misses musical “logic” in Chinese 

melodies (Fétis 1869: 79), Ambros does not understand the melodic leaps of the 

famous tune Mo-Li-Hua (“Jasmine Flower”), which he harmonizes, and thus misin-

terprets, in correct four-part German church style and in major/minor tonality (Am-

bros 1880: 34-5).7  

It is no coincidence that Ambros’s and Fétis’s music histories remained frag-

ments. Already in the nineteenth century it was impossible for a single person to 

collect and arrange the knowledge about all musical cultures on the globe within a 

lifetime. Their histories are perhaps the last attempts made to write a true and scien-

tific general history of music: the more knowledge, the less attractive and—above 

all—the less practicable the model of a general history. Or to put it the other way 

around: A general history has been (and is) the appropriate format for historians (and 

readers) with only limited knowledge.8 The actual presence of music from all parts 

of the world in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, e.g., on recordings, releases 

music historiography from one of its functions: the simple collection of heterogene-

ous knowledge. More and more refined in methodology, Western music historiog-

raphy in the twentieth century focused on ever narrower contexts: nations, stylistic 

periods, musical genres, musical works, and also on historiographic coherence. 

Works on Central and Western Europe, i.e., the music histories of Austria, Germany, 

Italy, and France, since then constitute the main body of music history. 

                                                           

7  About the different readings of Mo-Li-Hua between 1795 and Tan Dun’s use of the 

melody in his Heaven Earth Mankind (Symphony 1997), written for Hong Kong’s return 

to China, see Utz 2014: 152-64. 

8  And this is not necessarily a negative statement. One of the arguments against the nine-

teenth-century historicism has been that a lack of or an economy of knowledge could 

be an advantage as opposed to a culture drowning in historical knowledge.  
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At the same time, ethnomusicology, or comparative musicology, has been estab-

lished as a musicological subdiscipline. The invention of sound recording made it 

possible to transport nonwritten music from all over the world. And soon profes-

sional methodologies of musicological field research took shape. The subject mat-

ter of comparative musicology or ethnomusicology was limited to traditional mu-

sic from Europe and to all music from other continents, i.e., to what would be 

labeled as “world music” in the late twentieth century. Historiography was not the 

main concern, although theories like the Kulturkreislehre were used to interpret 

the dissemination of instrument families or musical scales on the globe in a his-

torical perspective (with regard to the writings of Sachs see Nettl 2013: 42).  

The first half of the twentieth century was also the heyday of a deeply prob-

lematic mingling of racial or racist discourses with attempts at understanding mu-

sical difference. The category of race, frequently in combination with the category 

of nation, was used not only to state and describe differences between musical 

traditions and ways of conceiving or performing music but also, either implicitly 

or explicitly, to naturalize presumed differences of value, e.g., between the musi-

cal traditions of Central, Western (or Northern) Europe and Asia. Ethnomusicol-

ogists on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean joined this discourse, and the participa-

tion of leading Austrian and German musicologists like Robert Lach and Friedrich 

Blume in the racial discourse on music against the historical background of the 

Nazi era is likely to be only the tip of a larger tradition going back to the age of 

Burney and Forkel.  

The comprehensive compendia of today’s ethnomusicology can be read as re-

sults of a thorough reflection upon the discipline’s shady past, and they represent 

exactly the opposite of the general histories of music from the Enlightenment. A 

correlating effect seems to be that their preferred format is the encyclopedia, i.e., 

not the historical narration but the systematic collection of knowledge.9 Even 

though historical questions seem to have become more relevant for ethnomusicol-

ogy in the past decades—and the other way too, to the point where some musicol-

ogists, like Nicholas Cook, argue: “We are all (ethno)musicologists now” (Cook 

2008)—, the book that calls itself The Cambridge History of World Music is 

clearly not a coherent history in the traditional sense, but a loosely connected col-

lection of heterogeneous essays on different historical topics of current world mu-

sic research.10 Jonathan Stock, for example, does not write about Chinese music 

                                                           

9  The Garland Encyclopedia emphasizes the high relevance of the concept of history for 

the context of European art music and thus limits (“historicizes”) the range of historical 

thinking (see Nettl 1999). 

10  The editor Philip V. Bohlman speaks about a “paradox of history.” Since “world music” 
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history, but rather about the histories of Chinese music, mostly written by Chinese 

authors. When he focuses on “four recurring themes” in Chinese music historio-

graphy, history means the past millennia in general and not that much the histo-

ricity of music and its historiography. In this perspective, developments like the 

encounters between Chinese and European concepts of music in the time of glob-

alization appear to be reiterations of age-old processes: “China was from the ear-

liest days multicultural as well as being involved in cultural exchange with neigh-

boring peoples,” says Stock, paraphrasing the Chinese musicologist Shen Zhibai 

(沈之白, see Stock 2013: 408).  

 

 

III. LOOKING BACK, PART TWO:  

GLOBAL HISTORY OF MUSIC IN ASIA? 

 

Stock’s paraphrase of Shen’s assertion, however, runs a risk of idealizing China’s 

music history/histories as synthesizing different musical practices in its wide ter-

ritories that later became the modern China as a nation state, yet losing the com-

plicated historical and modern interrelatedness among cultures in the eastern part 

of Eurasia.11 One might question, does such a “Chinese music history” refer to a 

history of a “pre-modern” empire with rich yet loosely-connected and diversified 

cultures, or a history of a modern nation state that emphasizes the often-imagined 

idiosyncrasy of national culture? Even if we tentatively accepted the compatibility 

between the terms musica and 音樂 (yinyue in Mandarin Chinese, umak in Korean, 

ongaku in Japanese), the translated term “music” and its translating process itself 

has generated a complicated history in East Asia that deserves further critical scru-

tiny (see, e.g., Hosokawa 2012 and Yamauchi in this volume). As Stock has also 

remarked, the earliest document of Chinese music in Lüshi chunqiu (呂氏春秋, 

Spring and autumn annals of the state of Lü, ca. 239 BCE) is fundamentally func-

tional, related to the rulership of the Qin Kingdom before its expansion into the 

first Chinese empire (Stock 2013: 397). Documented by Confucian authors, Lüshi 

                                                           

was established as the other of Western music and its historicity, the “historiographic 

turn toward world music” would lead to a “turn of ethnomusicology toward a historio-

graphy of alterity” (see Bohlman 2013: 16-7). 

11  One might want to note that Shen wrote his music history after Chinese communists’ 

liberation of China. Shen’s vision of Chinese music history was parallel to the most 

prominent post-liberation Chinese musicologist Yang Yinliu’s (楊蔭瀏) historical nar-

rative from the same historiographical tendency based on a communist internationalism. 

On Yang’s case, see Lam 1995. 
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chunqiu and Shijing (詩經, Book of odes, 6th to 11th centuries BCE) can still 

reflect musical practices of different peoples and cultures. But since the writing of 

Yueji (樂記, Record of music, ca. 2nd century BCE), these records have mani-

fested Confucian moral theories of understanding music in its social context, 

which were implemented by Confucian scholar-officials and became dominant in 

formal learning in imperial China in the subsequent dynasties. These writings also 

echoed and further contributed to a Sinocentric viewpoint, written from an impe-

rialist starting point yet now being understood from a modern nationalist way, a 

way that underlies a specific meaning of universalism prevalent in classical Chi-

nese writings about music and its universal rituality (禮樂, li-yue). 

In other words, the later Sinocentric worldviews displayed in the long succes-

sion of Chinese dynasties (especially since the Ming dynasty) have given birth to 

imaginations of “a Chinese history” through a unified Confucian universe that 

overshadow other possible multicultural variants. Yet is such a unified picture 

true?12 Especially for the history from 4th to 15th centuries, one of the recent his-

toriographical turns emphasizes a competing viewpoint from Central Asia that 

sees “East Asia,” instead of the long-held view centered on a dominant Chinese 

empire, as the eastern part of the Eurasian continent, the so-called East Eurasia, or 

Eurasia East in a constant political, economic, and cultural battle-ground between 

the rivalling steppes nomad empire and the Chinese empire (Hirose 2017: 21-24; 

Suzuki 2015: 156-57).  

One might want to look back at the Tang empire (618-907), a royal house of 

Turkic-Xianbei steppe origin called Tabgatch/Tabgach or Toba (拓拔), which 

was partly sinicized (with Han Chinese) to establish one of the most powerful 

regimes in world history, incorporating the realm called the Chinese Empire13 

(Chen 1996: 61–63; Moriyasu 2007: 138-42; see also Lewis 2009). While in con-

ventional Chinese history, the Tang empire was counted as one of the greatest 

                                                           

12  For instance, China was a part of the Mongolian Empire between 1271 and 1368; this 

period was designated as a Chinese dynasty called “Yuan” as it is generally written in 

modern Chinese history, implying an unbroken, unified imperial China. 

13  The Byzantines had known northern China by the name Toba, in Turkic Tabgatch, in 

Arabic Tamghaj, in medieval Greek Taugast (Grousset 1970: 62). According to recent 

research, Tang empire was called by central Asians as Tabyač, a term related to 

Tabgatch (Moriyasu 2007: 164). The situation is similar to the name Kitay or Kithan, 

the nomadic people founding the Liao empire in today’s northern China (10th-12th cen-

tury), that later turned into Cathay and became the name for China. Kitay is still the 

term referring to the Chinese Empire in most of the Central Asian languages (Kaitay, 

Kathay) and also in Russian, Portuguese, and Middle English. 
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Chinese dynasties, in fact it was a converted regime, following its predecessors 

such as the quintessential Toba court North Zhou (北周). Tang’s musical cultures, 

just like its territory, intersecting between those from China proper and Central 

Asia that later turned into the “Chinese music” as we call it nowadays. Many of 

the “traditional Chinese instruments” are imports from Central Asia through the 

so-called Silk Road during the time of the Tang empire and the Sui dynasty prior 

to it, including pipa (琵琶), a four-stringed, pear-shaped lute with frets; bili (篳篥), 

a double-reed pipe similar to a shawm; konghou (箜篌), a vertical harp from Per-

sia; and the jiegu (羯鼓), an hourglass drum. These instruments can be found as 

far east as in Korea and Japan (Kishibe 1982: 6-24). In sum, while it might be too 

far to say that Tang’s musical cultures were mostly non-Chinese, it is clearly ar-

guable that we should not view early written “Chinese music history” in the way 

we regard a national musical history from the modern perspective.14  

Tang’s musical institutions show exactly an intricate integration in a “global 

façade,” by dividing its entertainment music according to geographical and ethnic 

origins to encompass the surrounding cultures in nowadays northwestern China—

Tang started itself as a borderland regime between nomadic Central Asia and the 

China proper. For instance, a few decades earlier than the time when Charlemagne 

was about to unify church music for his Holy Roman Empire, the Tang court di-

vided music into ten divisions according to its “national origins,” modified and 

developed from the previous North Zhou and Sui dynasties (Shen 2000: 46-52). 

The ten divisions (shibu ji, 十部伎) include Tang’s yanyue (讌樂, entertainment 

music), xiliang ji (西涼伎 called guo ji [國伎, national music] in Sui dynasty; 

xiliang is the origin of Tang’s royal family in nowadays northwestern China), 

qingshang ji (清商伎, Chinese music), goryeo ji (高麗伎, Korean music), tianzhu 

ji (天竺伎, Indian music), anguo ji (安國伎, Sogdian music in current day Bu-

khara, Uzbekistan), kuche ji (庫車, ancient Kuche kingdom in today’s East Tur-

kistan), shule ji and gaochang ji (疏勒伎 and 高昌伎, both from today’s East 

Turkistan), kangguo ji (康國伎, Samarkand music), wenkang ji (文康伎, Jin dyn-

asty Chinese music) (Kishibe 1982: 103-111). 

In addition, the musical culture of the Tang empire was one of the most richly 

documented among Chinese historical sources, including official records such as 

Yueshu yaolu (樂書要錄, Essential records of music documents) and the Jiutang-

shu and Xintangshu (舊唐書 and 新唐書, Old and New official histories of the 

                                                           

14  From a contemporary viewpoint, Joseph Lam addresses the issue of seeing that “the pro-

duction and consumption of […] Globalized Chinese Music involves not only indigenous 

Chinese elements but also those that originated in faraway lands, explicitly or implicitly 

referencing non-Chinese peoples and cultures, past and present.” (Lam 2008: 32) 
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Tang empire dating from 945 and 1161). Vivid documentation on musicians and 

their careers can also be found in numerous informal contemporary sources, in-

cluding the Jiaofang ji (教坊記, Record of the office of entertainment music) and 

Yuefu zalu (樂府雜錄, Miscellaneous records of the office of music), compiled at 

the end of the Tang dynasty, that report competitions between pipa masters. Such 

descriptions also show musical repertories and the contacts between folk and elite 

musicians. Today, some of the details and relics (including instruments) of the 

Tang musical culture remain accessible only through Korean and Japanese 

sources.  

From the late nineteenth century, the universalist, multicultural frame of the 

Tang empire was one of the inspirations for modern Japan’s replicating attempts 

through historicizing a modern Japanese nation that would combine universalism 

from both Europe and Asia. But at the same time, the idea of a universal West has 

become a new model through decades of institutionalization since the Meiji Res-

toration. And indeed, the second attempt in East Asia to record a universal history 

of music was a reaction to the recognition of a universal West since the mid-nine-

teenth century among non-European intellectuals; this reaction replaced Confu-

cian universalism. This new universalism in Asia is characterized by its intellec-

tual origin in the European Enlightenment, evident in writings by Japanese intel-

lectuals since the early Meiji period, as manifested in Fukuzawa Yukichi’s (福澤

諭吉, 1835-1901) famous proposal for Japan’s modernization project in terms of 

bunmei kaika (文明開化, civilization and Enlightenment). The appreciation of 

Western culture was prevalent even among Confucian thinkers in Meiji Japan who 

asserted the superiority of Confucian morals over those in Japan (Watanabe 1966). 

Therefore, a term such as “world music history” refers to music history in general 

except the national music of Japan; but it sometimes simply means Western music 

because of its universal applications “based on scientific rationalism as part of the 

modern culture as opposed to musical cultures of other particular ethnic origins,” 

according to the renowned ethnomusicologist Kurosawa Takatomo (黒沢隆朝, 

1895-1987) (Kurosawa 1974: 2). 

The first half of the twentieth century in Japan witnessed two concurrent trends 

in historicizing music. On the one hand, severe criticisms of Japan’s contempora-

neous Western music were launched through the discourse of “overcoming mo-

dernity” among Japanese intellectuals in parallel to the rising militant nationalism 

(see Yang in this volume; Yamauchi in this volume). On the other hand, since the 

late nineteenth century a search for a common origin of European and Asian music 

from India had taken shape (this view originated in late nineteenth century during 

the period of Meiji Restoration; see Yoshida 2001). 
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Subsequently, in the first half of the twentieth century, this Indian cultural 

origin also narrates the history of Asian music in writings of influential musicol-

ogists such as Tanabe Hisao (田邊尚雄) and Kishibe Shigeo (岸邊成雄), whose 

works on the East Asian history of music encompassing India, Central Asia, Mon-

golia, Manchuria, China, Korea, Japan, Taiwan, the Philippines, and Indonesia, 

infamously coincidental to the wartime “Greater Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere.” This 

way of thinking about Asian and Chinese music also influenced Chinese writers 

such as Ye Bohe (葉伯和), who authored the first modern history of Chinese mu-

sic in 1922 (Ye 1922; on Ye’s possible Japanese influence see also Huang 2015: 

149-50). 

At the same time, modern Chinese views on music history started to appear, 

utilizing sources from Europe as well as those from Japanese translations. Several 

books on the history of Chinese music were published in the 1920s and early 1930s 

in response to the overwhelming dominance of Western music. One author, Tong 

Fei (童斐), stated most bluntly in his In Search of the Origin of Chinese Music 

(1926) that the concept of Chinese music was new and was responding to the re-

cent dominance of Western music (Tong 1926). All versions of Chinese music 

history written in the first half of the twentieth century, including Wang Guangqi’s 

[Wang Kwang-Chi] classic Chinese Music History (1931), followed the prototype 

of European national history. Methodologically, nevertheless, Wang’s history of 

Chinese music was based on the conviction of scientific rationalism: 

 

“The evolutionary result of Western music since the Greeks, whatever its form (e.g., instru-

ments, notations) or its contents (music tunings), all surpass our nation’s older music [jiu 

yinyue, 舊音樂] more than a hundred times. Particular attention should be paid to its ubiq-

uitously applied scientific method.” (Wang 1926: 9) 

 

The type of universal history of music in the official historical records of the Tang 

dynasty and as recently as the early Qing dynasty was no longer present in twen-

tieth-century China.  

 

 

IV. GLOBAL HISTORY/GLOBAL MODERNITY 

 

Since the last decades of the previous century, historians worldwide have at-

tempted to compensate for the past imbalanced assessments of the cultural flows 

between Europe and Asia (see Conrad 2013). To take Germany as an example, 

this new rising field can be seen in the works of historians such as Dominic Sach-

senmaier, Jürgen Osterhammel, and Sebastian Conrad, with particular interest in 
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the diversity of modernity since the eighteenth century (see, e.g., Conrad 1999; 

2010; Osterhammel 2009; Osterhammel/Petersson 2003; Sachsenmaier 2007; 

2011). The German federal government even launched a Cluster of Excellence 

project, focusing on “Europe and Asia in a Global Context,” based at Heidelberg 

University.15 Historical studies in music, however, rejoined the trend only re-

cently. Part of the effort shows Christian Utzʼs investigation of the exchange of 

compositional techniques and cultural values in contemporary Asian and Euro-

pean music in a global context (Utz 2014). More achievements are expected from 

the project entitled “Towards a Global History of Music (2013-2016)” initiated by 

Reinhard Strohm and sponsored by the Balzan Foundation based in Switzerland 

(see Strohm 2018). The currency of this problematic can also be shown in papers 

of the Second Biennial Conference of East Asian Regional Association of the In-

ternational Musicological Society (IMS-EA) in 2013 with the theme title “Musics 

in the Shifting Global Order.”16 

One of the leading scholars of the research direction of Globalgeschichte in 

Germany, the historian Jürgen Osterhammel (see Iriye/Osterhammel 2012-2018), 

outlined some possibilities of a newly conceived global history of music in an 

article entitled (in English translation) “Global Horizons of European Art Music,” 

published in 2012 (Osterhammel 2012). At first sight, Osterhammel’s approach 

seems to undermine the simple distinction between “world music” and “Western 

music,” since from the beginning he discusses Western music in a global perspec-

tive. Although Osterhammel is by far not the first one to discuss the dissemination 

of Western music over the globe (see, e.g., Wiora 1961) or the reflection of world 

music within Western musical compositions (see Locke 2009), it is revealing to 

look at some of his thoughts. First, he begins with a characterization of European 

art music, following Max Weber’s famous rationalization hypothesis, that tends 

to emphasize the incomparability of Western music instead of problematizing the 

dichotomous perspective. Despite possible influences from Arabian music and 

music theory in the Middle Ages, European art music was distinct and coherent in 

itself, says Osterhammel, according to Max Weber. It was distinct because of the 

specific rationality of its organization, the calculation of the pitch space and of 

temperament, the notation in musical scores, the grammar and syntax of tonal 

forms, etc. Like other components of European modernity, these rational founda-

tions were among the reasons for the effective globalization of European music. 

The Japanese composer Takemitsu Tōru spoke of European art music as “trans-

                                                           

15  http://www.asia-europe.uni-heidelberg.de/de/home.html [accessed 25 November 2018]. 

16  http://www.gim.ntu.edu.tw/imsea2013.html [accessed 30 December 2016]. 
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portable music,” in contrast to the cultural and geographic rootedness of Japanese 

music (Takemitsu 1995).  

Second, Osterhammel outlines some of the ways the “Western impact” took 

shape within a global historical perspective on music: He discusses the mobility 

of military orchestras, the role of Christian missions, the migration of musicians, 

and the globalization of European music education in the crucial years between 

1860 and 1930 (from a slightly different perspective see Cook 2013)—all this in 

some way balanced by an opening of European music to foreign influences since 

early modernity. In general, Osterhammel draws a vivid picture of the birth of our 

modern globalized musical world. 

However, Osterhammel misses one crucial point. He rightly speaks about the 

opening of European art music to musical influences from other cultures, includ-

ing China. The tradition of musical exoticism from Jean-Philippe Rameau’s Les 

indes galantes through Giacomo Puccini’s Turandot (in which Puccini famously 

uses the Mo-Li-Hua-melody) is well known. But Osterhammel thinks of European 

art music as a rather stable system. In fact, musical modernity in Europe, under-

stood as part of social modernity (see Janz 2014), led to a constant transformation 

and destabilization of the foundations of music even before the period Osterham-

mel writes about. Albeit in the form of an apparently unbroken rationalization of 

poetics and discourse, every way one can demonstrate the rationality and coher-

ence of (Old-) European art music has been called into question during the past 

250 or so years—from the major-minor tonality and the periodic structure of me-

ter, rhythm, and musical syntax to the concept of the musical work. At the same 

time, there has been not only a long history of exoticism but also a complete re-

placement of musical concepts by those of others. Modernist Western music since 

Arnold Schoenberg, Claude Debussy, and Igor Stravinsky developed its own kind 

of “otherness” distinct from the rationality of traditional European art music (see 

Janz 2014: 407; Taylor 2007). This modernist otherness contributed to the wide 

acceptance of “world music” by Western audiences in the twentieth century—the 

acceptance of a music that the Forkels and Ambroses of the eighteenth and nine-

teenth centuries were simply incapable of understanding.  

In connection with that, there’s a second aspect that Osterhammel neglects to 

mention. The migration of music was not only a migration of classical European 

music all over the globe, followed by a converse in-migration of traditional music 

from all parts of the earth. In addition to the worldwide dissemination of Western-

style pop music, there has also been a migration of the concept of musical modern-

ism. As Christian Utz points out, in China there were at least two waves of musical 

modernism in the twentieth century, one shortly after World War II, and a second 

one in the 1980s, when composers like Tan Dun began not only to adopt principles 
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of the Western avant-garde but also to musically reflect the own traditions. Utz 

speaks of this second wave, labeled the xinchao (新潮, new wave) in recent pub-

lications, as “perhaps the most important phase of Asian music in the twentieth 

century” (Utz 2014: 92; our translation).17  

The different contexts and the shape of musical modernity in Asia are just 

beginning to be understood within Western musicology (see Menzel 2015; Wade 

2014). But the imbalance of Osterhammel’s argument raises important questions 

regarding the notion of “musical modernity” in a global perspective.  

First of all, the question arises which understanding would qualify the notion 

of modernity as a universal concept able to unify music historical narratives from 

different origins. To be sure, it is a commonplace that defining modernity is an 

illusionary task. And yet the notion of modernity is everywhere in discussions of 

contemporary politics and culture, not only in Western discourses but also in 

Asian (African, South American etc.) discourses. In philosophy and sociology 

there is a quite stable use of the term, less so in historiography. In arts and literature 

one finds the well-known discussion about the exact date of the beginning of mo-

dernity, and there is a distinction among modernity, modernism, and postmodern-

ism (or postmodernity) with its different emphases in different languages. Hence, 

at least within these discourses the notion of modernity holds a central position.18 

But modernity is not a “thing” or a simple matter of fact—it is a concept used to 

orient oneself within existing discourses, a concept used and needed to interpret 

and understand reality. In this sense the notion of modernity could be used as a 

common point of reference to structure and organize what would be a global his-

tory of music, at least with a view to the past three centuries. But liberating the 

discourse and theory of modernity from its universalist or Europe-centered legacy 

without getting into relativism poses some intricate methodological issues. 

Asked about a definition and a start date of modernity, one could perhaps give 

a very brief and not too serious answer: Modernity is reached when there is de-

mocracy, capitalism, and electricity; “full” modernity was established in Europe 

around and after 1800. There is quite some sense in these two statements, but of 

course this is not more than a pragmatic means for first orientation. More pre-

cisely, the sociologist Andreas Reckwitz identifies three grand narratives of mo-

dernity in the realm of sociology and philosophy: the characterization of 

                                                           

17  The importance of the “new wave” of Chinese New Music is a phenomenon that has 

been noticed in German academic discourse since the 1990s (see Mittler 1993; 2008). 

18  The DFG priority program Ästhetische Eigenzeiten. Zeit und Darstellung in der poly-

chronen Moderne (2013-) gives an impression of the current debates in the German 

academia. See http://www.aesthetische-eigenzeiten.de/ [accessed 5 October 2016]. 
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modernity as “capitalization,” as “rationalization,” and as “functional differentia-

tion” (Reckwitz 2008: 226). The “classical” discourse of modernity has been es-

tablished since the nineteenth century in the writings of Karl Marx, Émile Durk-

heim, and Max Weber. Poststructuralist theory tended to “destabilize” the classi-

cal grand narratives, but at the same time thinkers like Michel Foucault, Gilles 

Deleuze, and Ernesto Laclau made important contributions to what Reckwitz calls 

a “critical theory of modernity” (see Reckwitz 2008: 238).19 The grand narratives 

of modernity (and the term itself) have not become false or completely obsolete 

after the poststructural (or postmodern, or postcolonial) critique, but they have 

been differentiated, modified, and corrected in many respects.  

What does it mean to place music within such a critical theory of modernity? 

First, it means to take the view that—in spite of the criticism just mentioned—

heuristically it does make sense to adhere to the term “modernity” and to critically 

reflect the classical narratives with regard to music history; second, it means to 

make a distinction between modernity as a social macro-structure or process and 

“modernism” as a style or epoch in the arts (see Janz 2014). Certainly it is true 

that any music in modern societies is somehow connected to the structures of mo-

dernity and the forces of modernization. If it is appropriate to call a society mod-

ern, then any music heard, produced or performed within that society can be re-

garded as modern in a certain way. But there are closer connections, even though 

the specificity of music and of music history remains a major obstacle when ap-

plying sociological theory to musical issues. Historically, music has been an im-

portant means to shape and articulate modern subjectivity, a means to organize 

modern groups and collectives, and until now a prominent medium for subjectifi-

cation and expression in modern societies all over the globe (see the many exam-

ples in Beyer et al. 2015). And obviously there has been a modernization of music, 

at least of European (or Western) music, aware of itself and leading to an acceler-

ated transformation of (European [art]) music between Mozart and John Cage. 

This dramatic transformation was, as is well known, driven by the principle of 

novelty according to a cultural economy with striking similarities to the “real” 

capitalist economy (Geiger/Janz 2013; Groys 2004) and it was linked to the gen-

eral process of acceleration, which has been described by Hartmut Rosa as the 

                                                           

19  Historians seem to have stronger reservations concerning the usage of the term. Alt-

hough terms like Moderne or frühe Moderne (early modernity) are widely used among 

historians today, the term frühe Neuzeit (meaning the period between 1500 and 1800)—

according to Jürgen Osterhammel—was the last name of an epoch to be accepted with-

out greater controversies (see Osterhammel 2009: 88-9). 
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dynamically changing core element that paradoxically manages to stabilize mo-

dernity (Rosa 2005).  

Apart from the task—or the impossibility—of defining modernity is another 

important aspect: Modernity is not a mere descriptive term but a tendentious or 

polemical one, loaded with norms and values, whereby positive and negative con-

notations alternate (Janz 2014: 60-8). This is particularly true for the arts, from the 

querelle des anciens et des modernes of the seventeenth century up to recent dis-

cussions about postmodernism, “second modernity,” and the end of history. An-

other important aspect in this regard is the conflicts and antinomies within moder-

nity itself (see Janz 2014, 399-410). The modernization of the European societies 

has been such a strong force—sometimes with devastating consequences—that 

strong antimodern tendencies arose. The arts and again music have been promi-

nent media for the articulation of both tendencies, and if we look at philosophical 

statements from Adorno to Peter Sloterdijk (2015), the radical critique of moder-

nity, up to the point of denying the reality content of the term (Latour 2008), seems 

to be at least as strongly developed as the affirmation of modernity.  

When it comes to the transnational and global perspective one will find quite 

similar conditions. Within postcolonial theory, modernity is under critique as a 

means of European universalism, domination, and expansion (Appadurai 1996; 

Chakrabarty 2008; Mbembe 2014). And there have been strong antimodern move-

ments within the globalization of modernity over the past 150 years—for example, 

the discussions on overcoming modernity in wartime Japan. But just as European 

subjects are not only agents and profiteers of modernization but often at the mercy 

of its transformational forces, the subjects of non-European civilizations are both 

agents and victims of the global process of becoming modern. The situation today 

seems to be marked by the decentering of Europe, one could say by the implosion 

of European modernity as a hegemonic discourse, followed by a (or better: an-

other) self-reflection and perhaps a pluralization of the concept of modernity 

within a global context.  

The postcolonial legacy might have prompted a critical question still unan-

swered: How to replace a single, unified version of modernity? Should there be 

multiple modernities represented by different geopolitical economies, or should 

there be alternative modernities in opposition to the European one that was once 

dominant (Eisenstadt 2000; Gaonkar 1999)? Despite the difficulty of its definition, 

alternative paths to modernity have been argued and exemplified by scholars from 

different fronts (e.g., Lee 1999). It seems to be generally agreed that at least the 

Eurocentric single modernity should be replaced by more diversified visions of 

the modern world. As Dilip Gaonkar has famously argued: 
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“It [modernity] has arrived not suddenly but slowly, bit by bit, over the longue durée—

awakened by contact; transported through commerce; administered by empires, bearing co-

lonial inscriptions; propelled by nationalism; and now increasingly steered by global media, 

migration, and capital.” (Gaonkar 1999: 1) 

 

Nevertheless, some critics were cautious about putting too much emphasis on the 

“multiple” and the “alternative,” which could emphasize the “local,” discouraging 

further reexaminations of the transregional flows from a global viewpoint. In 

terms of artistic production, should we agree with Andreas Huyssen’s proposal for 

a “modernism at large,” which is “the crossnational cultural forms that emerge 

from the negotiation of the modern with the indigenous, the colonial, and the post-

colonial in the ‘non-Western’ world” (Huyssen 2007: 194)? We might also pro-

pose an investigation of modernity that treats Western and non-Western as equally 

“provincial,” visions of the modern world equally local and global at the same 

time.  

As a result of both the criticism of the classic narratives of modernity and the 

transdisciplinary paradigm shift initiated by postcolonial theory, historical musi-

cology today stands at a crossroads between the traditional Europe-centered un-

derstanding of the discipline and the challenge of today’s globalized musical cul-

ture in its present condition and within its historical genealogy. The provincializa-

tion of Europe has led to a thorough critique of Europe’s historical heritage in the 

once colonized and today decolonized parts of the globe and of Eurocentric atti-

tudes within the academic discourse until today. European art music certainly 

could no longer serve as the single measure for music from all times and places. 

But it seems unnecessary to exclude European art music from global musical nar-

ratives or simply to perpetuate the antiquated opposition between world music and 

Western music. The provincialization of Europe has also led to a greater sensitiv-

ity to the manifold cultural contexts in which different forms of music evolve over 

time. 

 

 

V. PROVINCIALIZING EUROPE (IN ASIA) 

 

Dipesh Chakrabarty, who introduced the term “provincializing Europe” in his 

2000 book with the same title, has pointed to a general ambivalence about Eu-

rope’s role in postcolonial discourses. Although Europe might de facto be politi-

cally provincialized since at least the middle of the twentieth century, it still plays 

a dominant role in almost all relevant academic discourses. Concepts like democ-

racy, political modernity, scientific rationality, social justice, etc. would be 
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unthinkable without their inseparable connection to Europe. At the same time—

says Chakrabarty—these concepts with their European history prove insufficient 

for understanding, e.g., democracy or political modernity in India. The concepts 

are “both indispensable and inadequate in helping us to think through the various 

life practices that constitute the political and the historical in India” (Chakrabarty 

2008: 6). And isn’t the same true of musical concepts like “art music,” “world 

music,” “modernism,” or “avant-garde”? It might be highly problematic to uni-

versalize such concepts (see Liu 2010: 7-21), but at the same time they seem to be 

indispensable when one tries to understand musical “modernisms” in China or 

East Asia in general. In the foreword to the 2008 reissue of Provincializing Eu-

rope, Chakrabarty claims that his aim was never to “pluralize reason” but rather 

to adhere to a differentiated idea of the universal: “[I] emphasized that the univer-

sal was a highly instable figure, a necessary placeholder in our attempt to think 

through our questions of modernity.” (Chakrabarty 2008: xiii)20 Thus, provincial-

izing Europe does not mean to somehow liberate “the world” from the European 

inheritance, but to ask for modifications of universal concepts like “modernity,” 

“art,” and “musical modernism” within particular regional contexts. 

Like “world history,” concepts of regional or national history have a question-

able history themselves. Area studies and the whole discipline of ethnology still 

struggle with the inheritance of colonialism and imperialism (see Harootu-

nian/Miyoshi 2002), often lapsing into an inverted Eurocentrism when focusing 

too much on the otherness and alterity of non-European areas’ cultures. Yet, in a 

positive way, regional history could be conceived as a format somewhere between 

“too big” and “too narrow”21 and also between the ideological fallacies of univer-

sal world histories and exclusive national histories of music (see Dahlhaus 1984). 

Asian music historiography seems to already be benefiting from postcolonial que-

ries and reflections by scholars born and socialized in Asia. When the Taiwanese 

scholar Chen Kuan-Hsing released his influential book Asia as Method in 2010 

(Chen 2010),22 he gave a fresh impetus to Asian musicologists, whose effects are 

already observable in the conference programs of the recently founded IMS East-

                                                           

20  Within sociology there is another tradition of comparing universals, leaning on Shmuel 

N. Eisenstadt’s theory of modernity. About “multiple modernities” see Eisenstadt 2000; 

Schelkshorn/Abdeljelil 2012; Schwinn 2006. 

21  “Think global, study the local,” concludes historian Angelika Eppler (Eppler 2007: 

113). 

22  In 2011, four contributors of the current volume worked together in the panel Asia as 

Method: Methodological and Epistemological Reflections, at the 2011 first IMS-EA 

biannual conference in Seoul. 
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Asia Regional Association (IMS-EA). In his book, Chen proposes to reexamine 

and to deconstruct the embodied power structure in contemporary knowledge pro-

duction. He offers two rules of thumb: 

1) First of all, a new view of Asia can be local but also trans-border, regional, 

and even intercontinental. It recognizes that the elements of the West have become 

internal to base entities in Asia. This means that two apparently rival terms are 

never mutually exclusive but embodied in each other. In this view, Asia and “the 

West” are two inseparable and “entangled” concepts.  

2) Second, a new view of Asia emphasizes practice, and as a result transforms 

the subjectivity. That means interrogating Asia is also a way of living, a way of 

epistemological reconstruction. 

Chen’s observations from cultural and social perspectives, in our view, can 

shed light on the general situation among Asian musicological communities. For 

instance, musicologists trained in Europe and in the United States, regardless of 

their specialties, usually attend conferences in Euro-American locations but not in 

Asia. Second, scholarly research in Asia responds to either the needs of individual 

local communities or the interests of “Western musicology.” As a result, research 

on individual national practices is preferred over more general reflections on mu-

sic in Asia or among Asian regions. Such a practice, as mentioned earlier, reflects 

the Cold War structure of the East-West division under US auspices. Not until 

recently have the inter-Asia practices of music, such as migrant musicians, the 

diaspora of different musical traditions, the expansion of the music industry, in-

cluding the recording industry and pop music, among Asian countries become foci 

of musicological studies. 23  

 

 

 

 

                                                           

23  As early as in 1977, Tokumaru Yosihiko (德丸良彦) has intended to reflect upon the 

standards of comparison in a well-recognized book to view Asian music from an Asian 

Perspective (see Tokumaru 1977). And more recently, while teaching in Hong Kong, 

Larry Witzleben proposed in 1997 in response to “the need for a reassessment of the 

nature of ethnomusicology and its suitability or transmutability for both the study of 

Chinese and other Asian musics (by anyone) and the training to indigenous researchers 

in Chinese and other non-Western societies.” “Whose Ethnomusicology?” was Witz-

leben’s question, whose solution was a comparative study of cross-cultural practices, in 

order to obtain “multi-cultural musical knowledge” and to achieve “a multi-cultural 

musicology” (see Witzleben 1997). 
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VI. PROVINCIALIZING EUROPE (IN EUROPE) 

 

What consequences can be drawn from postcolonial approaches for the European 

history of music? First, the slogan “think global, study the local,” should be taken 

seriously in a manner that might transform ways of perceiving European music 

history. Thinking global should not be understood as a plea for an expansion of 

the music historical scope to the vast field of “world music” (including “Western 

music”). To require that each music historian educated in Europe be an expert in 

European and Asian contexts of music would clearly overstrain their expertise and 

professionalism. But simply to be aware of the manifold contexts of music and of 

the possibilities of thinking music history beyond Europe will certainly change 

musicological practice with regard to the traditional subject matter of European 

music history.  

One of the most interesting perspectives could be the self-application of 

Chakrabarty’s idea of provincializing Europe. As Chakrabarty himself discovered 

that there is not one but many Europes (Chakrabarty 2008: xiv), a new sensitivity 

for the dialectics between the universal and the local will certainly be useful in 

(re-)writing regional histories of music within the European context, e.g., dealing 

with the problem of how to write the music history of the Iberian peninsula: Is 

there a Spanish history of music? Is there a Catalan history of music? Should we 

speak of a branch of European (or Southern European) music history? Or should 

we conceive of a Mediterranean history of music capable of including the Arabian 

and Muslim influences on European music? How about the northern regions and 

their entanglement with other regions or centers of the European continent (and 

the globe)? 

What has been the East-West dichotomy for oriental studies has been the 

North-South dichotomy within European discussions that can be traced back to 

Greek and Roman antiquity. The opposition between a more developed or civi-

lized South and the “barbarian” North played a role in European discourse as well 

as the converse opposition between the rationalized, modern North and the vital, 

but backward South in later discussions until the current European crisis. There 

has been much (and quite often ideological) discussion about a transfer of the eco-

nomic and cultural centers of Europe from the Mediterranean South to the North-

West and the Atlantic Ocean. Music historians know about the intricate question 

of the confessional difference between the Protestant North and the Catholic 

South—a distinction that was powerful as an idea in texts and polemics but also, 

if to a lesser degree, in the music itself and its forms. And the far North of Scot-

land, Scandinavia, and also Russia and America became a legendary place—one 

of Europe’s internal frontiers inhabited by one of Europe’s “internal others.”  
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To adopt Chen’s plea and to search for a new view of Europe that can be “local 

[…], but is also transborder, regional, and even intercontinental” (Chen 2010: 255) 

might change, last but not least, the delusive assumption of a static and homoge-

neous modern Europe that one encounters as an imaginary empire in much post-

colonial literature. 

 

* 

 

The current volume engages the issues of musical modernity and its history 

through dialogues between scholarly communities from Europe and East Asia. It 

starts from the conviction of new, decentered, and pluralist historiographies. Not 

only does it propose dissolving the assumption of an East-West binary, it also 

queries the nationalist historiography of music prevalent since the nineteenth cen-

tury in Europe and Asia alike, emphasizing the diversities and complexities within 

each continent. Accordingly, a more reflexive type of transnational comparison 

would also generate more pluralist ideas about how industrialization, urbanization, 

and colonialization should evoke the process of institutionalization of what we 

now call “modernity(-ies).”  

The case of Korea seems to epitomize the issues involved, since almost all the 

conflict lines shaping the twentieth century had a deep impact on the situation on 

the Korean peninsula. Choi Yu-jun starts the volume with a reflection on the traces 

of modernization within Korean music history. As Choi states, Korea was domi-

nated by Western modernity for most of the twentieth century, following decades 

of colonialization by Japan as a non-Western and yet modern power. North Korea 

still adheres to the sort of state ideology that ruled the Eastern bloc and communist 

China since the 1920s or 1950s respectively. In a way, the directions of the com-

pass rose on the Korean peninsula represent the whole ensemble of antagonistic 

forces of global political modernity since the late nineteenth century. Choi dis-

cusses in detail the consequences of these power structures for the search for a 

“national music” in South and North Korea, for the identity politics of (South) 

Korean musicologists, and for the modernization and hybridization of traditional 

and popular music, including examples from the genres/traditions of sori and ku-

gak and the North Korean national opera.  

The two papers specifically on the Nordic countries show problems quite sim-

ilar to their East Asian counterpart. Like Korea in East Asia, Finland seems to 

provide a key example for scrutinizing the cultural and political colonial force in 

its history. Kathrin Kirsch discusses the ambivalence between the regionalism 

connected to the view of Jean Sibelius as a Nordic or Scandinavian composer and 

the presumed universality or internationalism of the symphonic genre. In particular, 
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non-Germanic (mainly Anglo-American) writers such as Peter Brown, Stephen 

Walsh, Olin Downes, and Cecil Grey attempted to place the works of “Nordic” 

symphonists since the Danish composer Niels Wilhelm Gade into such a dis-

course. Likewise, as Kirsch turns to the symphonic compositions toward early 

twentieth-century Japan, a parallel case of Yamada Kōsaku seems to echo the fate 

of another “peripheral” region from the view of a Central European perspective of 

history. Both Sibelius and Yamada were forced to respond to the “paradigms” set 

up by the Austro-German symphonic legacy.  

Signe Rotter-Broman discusses a different façade of Nordic modernity dis-

played in Wilhelm Stenhammar’s musical career, particularly in the context of 

industrial modernity through social spectacles and expositions. For Rotter-Bro-

man, the development of the academic discipline(s) of musicology and the specific 

paths of national modernities in the Nordic countries have to be considered to-

gether and cannot be reduced to a “peripheral” Sonderweg outside of Western Eu-

rope. Colonial powers show their influence to differing degrees, for example, a 

“local” imperial power such as Denmark and the later cultural domination by Swe-

dish culture in Scandinavia, as well as the continental “European” musical main-

streams, just like the cultural imbalance within East Asian countries due to the 

premodern Chinese empire and the modern Japanese. 

It is then interesting to turn to Hannes Jedeck’s chapter on China’s musical 

modernism. His primary object is the “Modern Chinese Folk Orchestra,” a hybrid 

ensemble fusing Chinese music traditions and instruments with the idea of the 

Western symphony orchestra. Jedeck reconstructs a connection between the 

Gewandhaus orchestra in Leipzig and the institutionalization of music education 

in Beijing and Shanghai in the early twentieth century. A central figure in this 

context is Xiao Youmei (蕭友梅, 1884-1940), a scholar and composer who wrote 

his dissertation on the Chinese orchestra in Leipzig under the supervision of Hugo 

Riemann. Jedeck traces the history of the Modern Chinese Orchestra from its be-

ginning until the 1930s.  

Kam Lap-Kwan asks about the imbalance of power in decolonized Taiwan and 

its effects on musical cultures. Kam argues that the decolonization of Taiwan has 

by no means overcome “inequalities at large, as demonstrated by the ideologies of 

Japan’s ‘Pan-Asianism’ or China’s ‘Chinese nation/people/race’ (zhonghua minzu, 

中華民族).” “[C]enter-periphery subjugation,” says Kam, still persists in the form 

of internal colonialism or sub-imperialism. Two examples from Taiwan’s recent 

music history serve as his starting point: xiandai guoyue (現代國樂, modern na-

tional music) and minge caiji yundong (民歌採集運動, folksong collection mo-

vement). Xiandai guoyue, strongly supported by the government, came along with 

an understanding of the “national” modeled after Western modernity and at the 
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same time with a renaissance of central China’s musical tradition in opposition to 

the Cultural Revolution then taking place in mainland China. Minge caiji yundong 

in turn differed from the modern national music movement by collecting music 

from Taiwan’s aborigines and early Han Chinese settlers. The composers and mu-

sicologists involved in minge caiji yundong were mostly Western-trained musi-

cians, and their interest in autochthone music (mirrored by a rejection of contem-

porary popular music) echoed the European romantic imaginations of pure folk 

music up until Béla Bartók’s folklorism. Kam’s analysis of the two campaigns 

reveals similarities with tendencies in Korea, Japan, and mainland China, but also 

with developments in European regions.   

One chapter in this volume directly benefits from transnational comparison. 

Hsu Hsin-Wen proposes the method of “reflexive comparison” as a tool for trans-

national music studies as a response to widespread criticism of comparative meth-

ods within and beyond musicology. On the one hand, comparison of musical cul-

tures has a (bad) reputation for emphasizing (or even essentializing) difference 

and otherness instead of hybridity or transculturality. On the other hand, sociolo-

gists are aware that globalization and modernization tend to force and not to sup-

press the mode of comparison. “We live in an age of comparison,” says German 

sociologist Bettina Heintz (2016). Thus, reflexive comparison in Hsu’s paper 

means to overcome essentialist or dichotomic thinking but at the same time to 

acknowledge the fact that comparing is inevitable. Hsu’s case study is an almost 

provocative comparison between the social history of Taiwanese Hakka music and 

Finnish pelimanni music. The comparison reveals that despite all the particulari-

ties of the institutionalization of “traditional” music cultures in modern Finland 

and modern Taiwan it does make sense to consider universalities on the level of 

modernization processes and the fundamental structures of modern societies. 

While Kam and Hsu discuss examples of subjugated peripheries, Christian Utz 

turns toward the traditional center of European or Western musical modernism 

when he considers the role of universalism, cosmopolitanism, and international-

ism in European postwar New Music until 1970. His chapter focuses on develop-

ments closely connected to European history in the twentieth century—as is well 

known, the internationalisms of the 1920s and the 1950s were predominantly re-

actions to the catastrophes of two World Wars, the first of them being a “European 

World War” and World War II merging the aggressive expansionism of Nazi Ger-

many with the Asia Pacific War started by Japan. Utz’s differentiation of interna-

tionalism, universalism, and cosmopolitanism covers much of the political forces 

shaping the twentieth century up to the Cold War, showing, for example, that in-

ternationalism and nationalism were by no means mutually exclusive. But at first 

his distinction provides a framework for understanding the agency of avant-garde 
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composers between 1945 and 1970. While tendencies like internationalism or uni-

versalism involved many composers from Europe, the United States, and East 

Asia (and other regions as well), Utz discusses Henry Cowell, Mayuzumi Toshirō, 

and Luciano Berio in the context of the Tokyo East West Music Encounter Con-

ference 1961 in detail as three case studies. Focusing on the interculturality of 

internationalist or universalist orientations within New Music, he develops what 

he labels the “nonsimultaneity of the simultaneous” in postwar music.  

From different geographical orientations, Tobias Janz and Yang Chien-Chang 

both trace the scholarly origins of the problems of musical modernity. Yang pre-

sents his criticism of historical allochronism from a postcolonial stand. He ad-

dresses the power imbalance in past music history by reviewing the interdiscipli-

nary efforts in cultural studies from Asian scholars since the last decades of the 

twentieth century. He also reviews historical accounts in twentieth-century music 

from both prewar and postwar Japan. As a consequence, he proposes a compara-

tive method, engaging contemporaneous events in Europe and Asia that were par-

allel but so far have escaped scholarly scrutiny because of a false assumption sep-

arating the East from the West. Examples from prewar neoclassicism and postwar 

reflections on avant-garde music show that transnational comparisons between 

Asia and Europe can gain many more historical insights that on the one hand “syn-

chronize” twentieth-century music history on the global scale and on the other 

hand can demonstrate the complexities of history within Europe and Asia respec-

tively.  

Tobias Janz deals with the problem of pluralizing modernity without falling 

back into the regionalism of area studies or even nationalist views. His approach 

is a comparative one too, leaning on thoughts by Carl Dahlhaus and the sociologist 

Shmuel N. Eisenstadt. Two different perspectives found in Dahlhaus’s later writ-

ings serve as a model for what could be transnational music history on a global 

scale: his differentiated view of structural entanglements in eighteenth-century 

music and his proposition of the core structure of the European bourgeois music 

culture of the nineteenth century—a structure still visible in globalized musical 

communities. Dahlhaus’s failure to cope with a transnational musicology includ-

ing East Asia brings Shmuel Eisenstadt’s comparative sociology into play. In par-

ticular, Eisenstadt’s analysis of “Japanese civilization” and its reception among 

Asian scholars is discussed and used as a model for a multilayered reflection on 

Japanese musical modernity. 

And finally, Yamauchi Fumitaka’s chapter explores a possible new direction 

for an East Asian (and also global) transnational history of music to replace the 

modern nationalist historiography. He notes that the past two centuries of East 

Asian history have witnessed a transformation from a homographic to a hetero-
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phonic world; East Asian countries such as China, Japan, Korea, and Vietnam 

were for a time communicating with one another through the same written form, 

but then “modernized” forms of nation states came together with a denial of such 

an older basis of communication together with the establishment of different na-

tional tongues and “music.” Simply put, the new form of music became “national 

music” as a part of the nationhood that had hardly existed before—a process echo-

ing what has happened in Europe during the transition from the eighteenth to the 

nineteenth century. He thus argues that the idea of modernity, just like the modern 

concept of “music,” is a translated and perplexing concept. His most controversial 

as well as original argument questions the fundamental legitimacy of “modernity” 

as the center of discussion globally. Yamauchi therefore re-considers the possibil-

ity of a new epistemological framework that can show the past “empirehood” in-

stead of the modern “nationhood.” His argument begs the question of how we will 

be able to historicize in the future: Does a music history based on modern nation-

hood seem useful at all? Should we recognize the empirehood that seems to be 

rising again in the twenty-first century? And how can we, if possible, reconstruct 

a musical history of the globe when music has not been defined just like the one 

universal music since the European Enlightenment? Is there a type of “universal 

music history” based on a collective “peoplehood” that is different from the “na-

tionhood” with which we are so familiar, and the “empirehood” that seems to be 

another alternative?  
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